Thank you for participating!
Proud of beating the 24% women working today in cybersecury

More than 150 participants from 43 countries

Improving gender equality would increase EU (GDP) per capita to 9.6% by 2050

- IT Consultancy/Development 27.8%
- Other 23.1%
- Academia/Research 20%
- Small and Medium Enterprise 14%
- Large Enterprise 8.3%
- Government/Public Services 5.7%
Stay safe & stay safe digitally
Thanks to our impressive line up of speakers – Here are their takeaways
A message from the EC

Cyber training and skills have never been more important.

COVID-19 has accelerated the shift to digitisation and remote working with growing attack surface. There are practical options to train your staff. Choose options commensurate to you staff’s needs.

More opportunities are coming in Horizon Europe: Funding will further advance cybersecurity and build resilience across the European Union.
Today’s Takeaways

#1: Trainers need to help people use technology safely. Levers and rewards are essential ingredients in any cyber training programmes. Social collaboration is all about creating an interconnected group of trainees.

#2: SMEs have a huge advantage when it comes to personalising training courses for all their staff. It’s also a not-to-be missed opportunity to remove all the “myths and dark arts” about cybersecurity. Simple slogans. Common terminology.

#3: The four EU pilot projects are building cyber competences: Building blocks for a network for vertical markets, where strong relationships are crucial to success training.

#4: Filling the skill gaps is about getting more young people and women involved. Highlight the plethora of opportunities. Remove notion that cybersecurity is only for technical people.
Stay on for Part 2!

Your CYBERWISER.eu Tutor will help you complete the free trial application for your training path.